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Abstract: A computationally efficient Model-Predictive Control (MPC) approach is proposed
for systems with unknown delay using only input/output data. We use the Koopman operator
framework and the related Hankel Alternative View of Koopman (HAVOK) algorithm to identify
a model in a basis of projected time-delay coordinates and demonstrate a novel MPC structure
that reduces and bounds the computational complexity. The proposed HAVOK-MPC approach
is validated experimentally on a laboratory-scale District Heating System (DHS), demonstrating
excellent prediction and tracking performance while only requiring knowledge of a conservative
upper bound on the system delay.
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1. INTRODUCTION

District heating systems (DHS) are a method for supplying
centrally generated heat to residential and commercial
consumers. They are common in the Nordics and the
Baltic, and of significant interest in the context of energy
decarbonization because they allow re-use of industrial
waste heat as well as heat from a variety of power gen-
eration sources such as Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
plants and Waste-to-Energy (WtE) plants, see e.g. Werner
(2017).

The control problem in any DHS is to deliver a desired
temperature at the consumers by regulating the supply
temperature at the central plant. However, as heat is
distributed via a fluid medium, DHS have transport delays
that depend on flow rate, distance, and pipe diameter.
While time-delayed systems in general are well-studied
- see e.g. Gu et al. (2003) - this is less so the case for
systems such as DHS where delays are input-dependent.
Recent work on this latter class of systems is based on a
Lyapunov-Krasovskii (LK) functional approach as in the
references Bresch-Pietri and Krstic (2014); Bendtsen et al.
(2017), the latter of which applies the approach directly
to a small-scale DHS.

However, the LK approach is inherently model-based, and
as seen in e.g. Gabrielaitiene et al. (2007), DHS are often
complex networks with many potential variables of interest
and unknown parameters, making first-principles mod-
elling daunting, and input-output data-driven approaches

attractive. A promising tool for the latter is the Koopman
operator framework, first defined in Koopman (1931) and
with a recent resurgence in interest due to the work of
Mezić and Banaszuk (2004). This framework describes
dynamical systems, whether linear or non-linear, in terms
of the evolution of their observables under a linear op-
erator, and is connected to the powerful Dynamic Mode
Decomposition (DMD) family of data-driven algorithms
first proposed in Schmid (2010). Critically, a common
variant of DMD is taken over time-delayed measurements,
inherently connecting it to time-delayed systems, as re-
cently exploited by Louw and Jordaan (2021).

This paper proposes a data-driven Model Predictive Con-
trol (MPC) framework for time-delay systems. We uti-
lize the Hankel Alternative View of Koopman (HAVOK)
algorithm of Brunton et al. (2016) to propose a novel
MPC structure that minimizes the dimensionality issues
normally induced by the use of delay coordinates. We then
demonstrate the practical feasibility of the approach by
applying our proposed approach to a small-scale DHS.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2
a brief introduction to Koopman operator theory and
the HAVOK algorithm is provided. Section 3 details the
proposed HAVOK-MPC approach, including a causality-
enforcing sparse quadratic programme (QP) structure.
The dynamics of a DHS and the physics-informed argu-
ment for the use delay coordinates are then introduced in
Section 4, whereafter Section 5 presents the experimental
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results alongside brief discussion. Finally, Section 6 sum-
marizes the contributions of the work.

2. KOOPMAN OPERATOR THEORY

In this section, we give a brief summary of the state-
of-art pertaining to the Koopman operator framework
and the HAVOK algorithm. For an arbitrary discrete-time
dynamical system of the form:

xk+1 = f(xk) (1)

observables g(x) evolve in time under the Koopman oper-
ator K (Mezić (2005)):

K ◦ g = g(f(xk)) = g(xk+1) (2)

Critically, this forward mapping in time is linear under the
Koopman operator regardless of the underlying dynamical
system. For practical data-driven purposes, the Koopman
operator is approximated via the Dynamic Mode Decom-
position family of algorithms. The basic form of the al-
gorithm is, given two sequential-in-time data matrices Xk

and Xk+1:

min
A

Xk+1 −AXk (3)

such that A ≈ K on the subspace spanned by the observ-
ables. The algorithm defined in Eq. (3), however, often suf-
fers from a lack of linear consistency - as defined in Tu et al.
(2014) - when applied directly to experimental data, and
on account of this the observable space is often augmented
artificially. This can be achieved via a function library as
in Williams et al. (2015), by time-delayed coordinates as in
Arbabi and Mezic (2017) (connecting DMD to the seminal
work of Takens (1981)), or a hybrid combination of the two
as in Korda and Mezić (2018). Additionally, the theory
of Koopman operators was extended to non-autonomous
systems by Mezić and Surana (2016), and DMD extended
in similar fashion by Proctor et al. (2016), taking the form
known as DMDc:

min
G

Xk+1 −GΩ = Xk+1 − [A B]


Xk

Uk


(4)

where Uk is the forcing matrix associated with Xk, and
G ≈ K.

The DMD variant of interest in this paper - the Han-
kel Alternative View of Koopman (HAVOK) algorithm
identified in Brunton et al. (2016) - belongs to the latter
hybrid category. It performs DMD on time-delay coordi-
nates projected onto an orthogonal basis of Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) modes, a basis that has been shown
(Arbabi and Mezic (2017); Dylewsky et al. (2022)) to
have very favourable properties with respect to Koopman
operator approximations. This basis is obtained from a
matrix of embedded system trajectories that will have
either Hankel or Toeplitz structure depending on whether
a forwards or backwards (see Parlitz et al. (2014)) embed-
ding is chosen; an example with Toeplitz structure can be
seen in Eq. (5).

H =




x(k) x(k + 1) . . . x(k +m)
x(k − 1) x(k) . . . x(k +m− 1)

...
...

...
...

x(k − d) x(k + 1− d) . . . x(k +m− d)




x ∈ Rn×1, H ∈ Rn·(d+1)×(m+1)

(5)

Here we assume x(k) is directly measurable, such that each
column of H can be considered a state vector of a delay-
embedded system. H can then be interpreted in terms
of repeated composition with the Koopman operator. Let
δ = k − d, then:

H =




Kdx(δ) Kd+1x(δ) . . . Kd+mx(δ)
Kd−1x(δ) Kdx(δ) . . . Kd+m−1x(δ)

...
...

...
...

x(δ) Kx(δ) . . . Kmx(δ)


 (6)

The HAVOK algorithm takes the SVD of Eq. (5) such
that:

H = USV T (7)

where V T contains principal component trajectories (PCTs)
of H. Let Hk:m−1 denote a submatrix of H containing all
its rows and the kth to (m− 1)th columns. The principal
component trajectories can then be recovered by splitting
H and projecting the submatrices onto the PCT space
as V T

k = S−1UTHk:m−1 and V T
k+1 = S−1UTHk+1:m.

Applying DMD to recover a Koopman approximation on
the PCTs then constitutes HAVOK:

min
Av

V T
k+1 −AvV

T
k , Av ≈ K, V T

i ∈ Rr×m−1 (8)

where r is the dimension of the PCT space, which is often
truncated. For non-autonomous systems, forcing can be
projected onto the PCTs after forming an embedded input
matrix Hu analogous to H, and Eq. (4) applied as per
usual, resulting in G = [Av Bv] ≈ K.

3. CAUSALITY-ENFORCING HAVOK-MPC

In the following section, we assume a linear model of the
system dynamics has already been found via the HAVOK
approach described by Eq. (8).

A fundamental issue posed by the use of delay embedding
models with MPC is that the former often requires a large
state dimension to reconstruct dynamics. For example,
Champion et al. (2019) use embedding lengths in excess
of 100, and while a condensed QP structure can mitigate
poor scaling with state dimension, condensed QPs still
scale adversely with input dimension as seen in Jerez
et al. (2011). As embedding a non-autonomous system
requires embedding both state and control this puts both
sparse- and condensed-form QPs at risk of computational
intractability if MPC is approached in a conventional
manner.

The proposed HAVOK approach is well-suited to resolv-
ing these issues via low-order approximations given its
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results alongside brief discussion. Finally, Section 6 sum-
marizes the contributions of the work.
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A
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matrix Hu analogous to H, and Eq. (4) applied as per
usual, resulting in G = [Av Bv] ≈ K.
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system dynamics has already been found via the HAVOK
approach described by Eq. (8).

A fundamental issue posed by the use of delay embedding
models with MPC is that the former often requires a large
state dimension to reconstruct dynamics. For example,
Champion et al. (2019) use embedding lengths in excess
of 100, and while a condensed QP structure can mitigate
poor scaling with state dimension, condensed QPs still
scale adversely with input dimension as seen in Jerez
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connection to the SVD, which is a staple of many ex-
isting model reduction algorithms (see e.g. Gugercin and
Antoulas (2000)). Denoting an embedded state vector z
corresponding to an entire column of H, it is clear that:

z = USvT ⇔ vT = S−1UT z

z ∈ Rn·nd×1 ∧ vT ∈ Rn·nd×1
(9)

where vT is the corresponding state vector in PCT coor-
dinates. It is possible to define a standard convex MPC
problem using this relationship:

min
η,∆u

Np∑
k=0

η(k)TQη(k) +

Nu−1∑
k=0

∆uv(k)
TR∆uv(k) + ∥ϵ∥2

subj. to η(0) = η0
∆uv(0) = ∆uv0

η(k + 1) = Aηη(k) +Bη∆uv(k)

∆xmin ≤ CcP↑∆vT (k) ≤ ∆xmax

∆umin ≤ CcP↑∆uv(k) ≤ ∆umax

xmin ≤ LCcP↑∆vT (k) + x0 ≤ xmax

umin ≤ LCcP↑∆uv(k) + u0 ≤ umax

η(Np) ≤ ϵ
(10)

where P↑ = US as in Eq. (9), Cc picks out the elements
of a delay-embedded vector corresponding to d = 0, L is a
lower triangular matrix that sums over the horizon, ϵ is a
slack variable, and η,Aη, Bη are the augmented state and
velocity-form matrices that ensure integral action as per
Pannocchia et al. (2015), i.e.:

Aη =

[
Av 0

CcP↑Av I

]
, Bη =

[
Bv

CcP↑Bv

]
, η =

[
∆vT

x− x̄

]
(11)

where x̄ is the output reference and ∆vT (k) = vT (k) −
vT (k − 1). The initial conditions ∆zu0

,∆vT0 can be ob-
tained by storing historical inputs and outputs as vectors,
projecting the latter onto the HAVOK subspace, and per-
forming finite differencing at each timestep.

Suppose now that we truncate the SVD to rank r such
that:

z ≈ UrSrv
T
r , z ∈ Rn·nd×1 ∧ vTr ∈ Rr×1 (12)

Eq. (12) is a rank-deficient system of equations under any
amount of truncation when vTr is taken as the independent
variable. This implies that Eq. (10) is not guaranteed
to yield a causal sequence of inputs; indeed, we find it
generally does not. We therefore propose a structure that
can guarantee a causal sequence while still exploiting the
dimensionality reduction of HAVOK.

We first define the downshifting matrix D and ith mapping
vector mi, which are structured such that for e.g. nd =
Np = 3:

D =

[
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
, m1 =

[
1
0
0

]
m2 =

[
0
1
0

]
(13)

Now, if the initial delay-embedded control input zu0
(k) =

[u(k − 1) u(k − 2) u(k − 3)]
T

is known, future embedded
inputs can be constructed as a function of the predicted
inputs u(j|k) at time k, D, and the mi vectors. For
example, the input vector zu(k + 1|k) can be written as:

zu(k + 1|k) = m1u(k + 1|k) +m2u(k|k) +D2zu0
(k)

=

[
u(k + 1|k)

0
0

]
+

[
0

u(k|k)
0

]
+

[
0
0

u(k − 1)

]

(14)

This extends trivially to the ∆u case and enforces causality
by construction. Recall now that the dynamics in HAVOK
coordinates are given by:

η(k + 1) = Aηη(k) +Bη∆uv(k) (15)

This can be rewritten as a function of ∆zu(k) via the
projection matrix P↓ = S−1

r UT
r :

η(k + 1) = Aηη(k) +BηP↓∆zu(k) (16)

Using the formalism from Eq. (14), we can then restate
Eq. (16) in terms of ∆u(k) and ∆zu0

(k):

η(k + 1) = Aηη(k) +BηP↓

nd∑
i=1

mi∆u(k − i)

+BηP↓D
k∆zu0

(k)

(17)

We can now reformulate Eq. (10) in terms of the current
input ∆u(k) and the initial embedded vector ∆zu0

(k):

min
η,∆u

Np∑
k=0

η(k)TQη(k) +

Nu−1∑
k=0

∆u(k)TR∆u(k) + ∥ϵ∥2

subj. to η(0) = η0
∆zu(0) = ∆zu0

η(k + 1) = Aηη(k) +BηP↓∆zu(k)

∆xmin ≤ CcP↑∆v(k) ≤ ∆xmax

∆umin ≤ ∆u(k) ≤ ∆umax

xmin ≤ LCcP↑∆v(k) + x0 ≤ xmax

umin ≤ L∆u(k) + u0 ≤ umax

η(Np) ≤ ϵ
(18)

This corresponds to the following sparse QP problem:

min
η,∆u

1

2

[
ηT ∆uT

] [Qblk 0
0 Rblk

] [
η
∆u

]

subj. to [Fη Fu]

[
η
u

]
= b− F0,

(19)

where Qblk, Rblk are block-diagonal concatenations of the
state and control costs, the equality constraints are struc-

tured as in Eq. (20), and we also impose the inequality
constraints in Eq. (18).

Fη =




−I 0 0 . . . 0
Aη −I 0 . . . 0
0 Aη −I . . . 0

0
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
0 . . . 0 Aη −I



,

Fu =




0 0 0 0 0
BηP↓m1 0 0 0 0
BηP↓m2 BηP↓m1 0 0 0

...
. . .

. . . 0 0

BηP↓mnd

. . .
. . .

. . . 0
0 BηP↓mnd

BηP↓mnd−1 . . . 0



,

F0 =




0
BηP↓D∆zu0

BηP↓D
2∆zu0

...
BηP↓D

Np∆zu0



, b =




−η0
0
0
...
0




(20)

We note that these equality constraints also indirectly
impose causality on η.

4. LABORATORY SETUP

The proposed HAVOK-MPC was tested in the AAU
Smart Water Infrastructure Laboratory (AAU-SWIL).
AAU-SWIL is a modular water laboratory comprising an
assortment of units that can be arranged for laboratory-
scale emulation of a wide variety of real-world systems
(Val Ledesma et al. (2021)). The setup used to validate
the performance of the proposed HAVOK-MPC is a single-
supplier, dual-consumer DHS. The HAVOK-MPC acts as a
central control unit (CCU) and generates the reference T̄in

to a local PI controller which controls the hot feedwater
pumps in a mixing loop that supplies Tin. This is depicted
schematically on Fig. 1 and photographically on Fig. 2.

50m 10m

10m 10m

'Length'

Consumer Unit Pipe Segment

T

Pump Variable Valve Temperatur Sensor

- -

Fig. 1. Schematic of the AAU SWIL laboratory setup

The transport dynamics can be described by the advection-
diffusion equation as given for the heat transport case in
Bendtsen et al. (2017).

Fig. 2. Smart Water Infrastructure Laboratory (AAU-
SWIL)

Aρcp
∂τ(l, t)

∂t
+v(t)Aρcp

∂τ(l, t)

∂l
= 2γπr(Ta−τ(l, t)) (21)

where τ is the temperature of the fluid in the pipe, A is the
pipe cross-sectional area, v(t) = q(t)/A is the mean flow
velocity, ρ is the density of the transport medium, cp is the
fluid heat capacity, Ta is the ambient temperature, and l
is length along the pipe measured from the supply point.
If good insulation is assumed, heat losses through the pipe
walls can be neglected, and Eq. (21) can be reduced to:

∂τ(l, t)

∂t
+

q(t)

A

∂τ(l, t)

∂l
= 0 (22)

As shown in Hansen et al. (2011), flow-dependent delay
functions of the type:

τ(li, t) = Tin(t− di) ∧ di = di(qi) =
αi

qi
(23)

are solutions to this transport equation. This structure of
the solution, where the temperature distribution depends
on past values of a measurable input, directly motivates
the use of the delay coordinates that underpin the HAVOK
modelling approach. Furthermore, the HAVOK approach
has been shown in Brunton et al. (2016) to inherently
produce tridiagonal operators, which as demonstrated in
Baddoo et al. (2023) agrees with the local structure of a
spatially discretized advection equation.

In addition to heat transport, several other aspects of the
system impact the overall dynamics. The supply heat Tin

is produced via a boiler and a mixing loop:

Ṫin(t) =
1

Vs
qin(t)(Tout(t)− Tin(t)) +Q(t) (24)

where Q(t) is the power provided by the boiler via the hot
feedwater, and Tout is the return temperature, which is a
simple mixing of the outlet temperatures of each consumer:

Tout(t) =
1

qin

p
i=1

qiTi(t) (25)

where p is the total number of consumers. The temperature
at each consumer behaves according to the first-order
differential equation:
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Ṫi(t) =
1

Vi
qi(t)(Tin(t− di)− Ti(t))− wi(t) (26)

where Vi is the effective volume of the ith heat exchanger
and wi(t) is the load at the ith consumer.

When taken altogether, Eqs. (24) to (26) suggest that the
return flow has a significant impact on the supply tempera-
ture, and therefore on the dynamic response seen from sup-
ply temperature reference T̄in to consumer temperatures.
This implies that the consumer loads wi(t) (as well as any
other unmeasured losses) constitute latent dynamics that
must be captured by the HAVOK model to accurately
predict the necessary supply temperature reference. Addi-
tionally, the HAVOK model must also capture the closed-
loop dynamics of the local PI controller. While the boiler
could be controlled directly by the HAVOK-MPC, this is
not desirable as the timescale is significantly shorter than
the transport delay, and this would necessitate very large
delay embeddings.

5. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The HAVOK model identification procedure is as follows:
the mixing loop setpoint T̄in is perturbed uniformly in time
and value for approximately one day. Ambient tempera-
ture is kept near-constant using an adjacent HVAC labo-
ratory, and flow out of the mixing loop is kept constant.
A HAVOK model with Ts = 60s, nd = 20, and r = 5 is
constructed using the first 12 hours of data, then evaluated
against the remainder. We note that the embedding length
is chosen exclusively based on a conservative upper bound
(approximately 4 times the true delay) on the system
delay, while the odd number of modes enforces a model
structure with one critically damped eigenvalue and two
conjugate eigenpairs (Hirsh et al. (2021)). Results can be
seen on Fig. 3. We remark that the predictive performance
is excellent despite the long (≈ 10 hours corresponding to
614 samples) horizon and unmeasured return flow dynam-
ics, and that the low-order model structure captures the
averaged temperature behaviour while neglecting spurious
oscillatory elements of the mixing loop’s closed-loop re-
sponse.
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Fig. 3. HAVOK model predictive performance

The tracking performance of the proposed controller is
then evaluated over an 8-hour trajectory. We perform an
initial step up from ambient, followed by a smaller step
down after 4 hours. As can be seen on Fig. 4, the HAVOK-
MPC smoothly adjusts the reference to the mixing loop T1

in both cases, and stabilizes the supplier temperature at
the desired setpoints within the span of an hour. No under-
or overshoot is seen in either case despite the sizeable
transport delay and temperature drop over the proximal
consumer C1, and the HAVOK-MPC stops adjusting T1

at the correct value well before T3 has settled, indicating
that it correctly anticipates the transport delay. The small
oscillations are clearly due to the mixing loop rather than
the HAVOK-MPC, as the reference signal is smooth.
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Fig. 4. HAVOK-MPC reference-tracking performance

6. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented and practically validated a novel
MPC formulation that exploits the HAVOK modelling
framework. We have considered a single-supplier, dual-
consumer DHS with a significant transport delay and
temperature drop, as well as non-trivial latent dynamics,
and verified the performance of the proposed HAVOK-
MPC controller, which stabilizes consumer temperature at
the desired values with minimal deviation in a laboratory
setting. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the pro-
posed controller enforces a causal sequence of inputs while
compressing the size of the MPC problem, and that the
complexity induced by enforcing causality is bounded from
above by the prediction horizon regardless of embedding
length.

Critically, the proposed strategy is agnostic to the struc-
ture of the DHS and requires only knowledge of a rough
upper bound on transport delay. It is also viable in the
low-data limit, as demonstrated by the recovery of a good
HAVOK model using fewer than 1000 data points, and
performant in spite of a local controller with unknown,
non-negligible dynamics. This suggests its realistic appli-
cability to distributed real-world systems with significant
parameter uncertainty and limited data availability. We
expect that the proposed framework can be extended to
handle time-varying flow rates and consumer loads locally

using an LPV approach such as the one described in
Cisneros et al. (2020), or globally using the Bilinear DMD
algorithm described in Goldschmidt et al. (2021).

Finally, while it is beyond the scope of this paper, future
work should examine the performance of the demonstrated
HAVOK-MPC relative to existing methods for control of
time delay systems, particularly those that do not require
any a priori knowledge of the delay.
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